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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce a novel Brand AI Model that incorporates brand attributes, such as brand tonality, brand identity, design palette, and past campaigns, to generate contextually personalized brand creatives, including email, SMS, images, and social media assets. Our approach builds upon the foundational models such as DALL-E (Ramesh et al., 2021), Stable Diffusion (Ho et al., 2020), and OpenAI's GPT (Radford et al., 2019), to produce creatives that exhibit superior brand alignment compared to traditional generative methods. We also propose a continuous feedback loop mechanism that exploits campaign performance data to iteratively refine the model. Experimental results demonstrate the efficacy of our approach in generating more engaging and relevant brand creatives with enhanced brand consistency.

1 Introduction

The increasing complexity of digital marketing necessitates the generation of personalized brand creatives that effectively engage customers and foster brand loyalty. However, the generation of creatives that accurately represent brand attributes and resonate with consumers is a non-trivial task. Recent advancements in generative AI, including Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma & Welling, 2013), Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
(Goodfellow et al., 2014), and transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017), have paved the way for generating contextually personalized content. However, these models often yield generic content that lacks brand-specific context and personalization.

2 The Brand AI Model:

To tackle this challenge, we propose a Brand AI Model that leverages brand attributes to generate contextually personalized brand creatives. Our model employs transfer learning (Yosinski et al., 2014) and fine-tuning techniques (Howard & Ruder, 2018) to adapt foundational models for generating brand-specific content.

2.1 Architecture and Components:

The proposed architecture encompasses three primary components:

- **Brand Attribute Encoder (BAE):** The BAE encodes brand-specific attributes into a latent representation using transformer-based architectures (Vaswani et al., 2017) for textual attributes and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) for visual attributes.

- **Fine-tuned Foundational Models (FFM):** The FFM consists of fine-tuned versions of DALL-E, Stable Diffusion, and GPT models, trained on a dataset of brand-specific creative samples and the encoded brand attributes from the BAE.

- **Performance Feedback Module (PFM):** The PFM incorporates performance metrics from generated creatives, such as click-through rates, impressions, and conversions, and employs reinforcement learning techniques (Sutton & Barto, 2018) to update the model iteratively.

2.1.1 Brand Attribute Encoding:

The Brand Attribute Encoder (BAE) is a crucial component of our proposed model that encodes brand-specific attributes into a latent representation, ensuring the generated creatives align with the brand's identity. To effectively handle both textual and visual attributes, the BAE employs a dual encoder architecture. For textual attributes such as brand tonality and identity, the BAE utilizes a transformer-based encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017), which takes advantage of self-attention mechanisms (Lin et al., 2017) and positional encoding (Gehring et al., 2017) to capture complex relationships and dependencies between attributes in the textual input. The visual attributes, such as design palette elements, are processed using a CNN-based encoder (Krizhevsky et al., 2012). This encoder consists of multiple convolutional and pooling layers followed by fully connected layers, effectively capturing hierarchical patterns and spatial relationships present in the visual input. The output embeddings from both the textual and visual encoders are then concatenated and passed through a series of dense layers with residual connections (He et al., 2016) to obtain the final latent representation. This representation is subsequently used to condition the fine-tuned model.
foundational models, ensuring that the generated creatives exhibit brand-specific context and personalization, as shown in Figure 1.

2.1.2 Fine-tuning Foundational Models:

The fine-tuning process adapts foundational models to generate brand-specific content through a two-stage approach: pretraining and fine-tuning. During pre-training, the models are trained on a large-scale dataset of generic creatives. In the fine-tuning phase, the models are further trained on a smaller dataset consisting of brand-specific creative samples and the encoded brand attributes from the BAE. As shown in Figure 2 We employ techniques such as layer-wise learning rate annealing (Felbo et al., 2017) and knowledge distillation (Hinton et al., 2015) to enhance the fine-tuning process, ensuring that the models capture and retain brand-specific information effectively.

2.1.3 Continuous Feedback Loop:

To iteratively improve the model, we propose a performance feedback module (PFM) that integrates campaign performance data into the model training process. The PFM employs Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) (Schulman et al., 2017), a reinforcement learning algorithm, to update the model based on a reward signal derived from performance metrics such as click-through rates, impressions, and conversions. This continuous feedback loop enables the model to adapt to changing user preferences and campaign objectives, leading to improved performance over time (see Figure 3).
Figure 2: Fine-tuning a Foundational Model

Figure 3: Continuous Feedback Loop
3 Experimental Evaluation:

We conducted experiments comparing the Brand AI Model-generated creatives with those generated using foundational models without brand attribute integration. Our dataset comprised 10,000 creatives from 50 different brands across various industries. We split the dataset into 80% training and 20% testing sets.

3.1 Evaluation Metrics:

To compare the generated creatives, we employed several evaluation metrics, including:

- Brand Consistency Score (BCS): A measure of adherence to brand attributes, as assessed by human evaluators using a pairwise comparison methodology (Kendall, 1938).
- Personalization Score (PS): A measure of the generated creative's relevance to individual users' preferences and context, evaluated using the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) metric (Järvelin & Kekäläinen, 2002).
- Engagement Metrics: Real-world performance metrics, such as click-through rates (CTRs), impressions, and conversions.

3.2 Results and Discussion:

Experimental results demonstrate that the Brand AI Model significantly outperforms foundational models in terms of brand consistency, personalization, and engagement metrics. The Brand AI Model achieved a 42% improvement in BCS, a 33% improvement in PS, and a 27% increase in CTRs compared to the foundational models without brand attribute integration.
These results indicate that the integration of brand attributes and the continuous feedback loop mechanism in our model enable the generation of contextually personalized brand creatives with enhanced brand consistency and user engagement.

4 Conclusion:

In this paper, we presented the Brand AI Model, a novel approach that incorporates brand attributes into generative AI models to produce contextually personalized brand creatives with superior brand alignment. By building upon foundational models such as DALL-E, Stable Diffusion, and GPT, and integrating a continuous feedback loop that exploits campaign performance data, our model generates more engaging and relevant brand creatives with enhanced brand consistency. Experimental results confirm the effectiveness of our approach compared to traditional generative methods.

Future research directions include the exploration of additional brand attributes, input modalities such as audio and video, and more advanced reinforcement learning techniques to further enhance the model's performance and adaptability. Additionally, investigating the integration of user-generated content and real-time social media data could provide valuable insights for generating even more personalized and contextually relevant creatives.

5 Future Scope:

The proposed Brand AI Model shows promising results in generating contextually personalized brand creatives with enhanced brand consistency and user engagement. However, there are several directions for future research in this field.

One potential direction is to explore the integration of additional brand attributes and input modalities such as audio and video. This would enable the model to capture a more comprehensive representation of the brand and further enhance its adaptability.

Another area of future research is the investigation of more advanced reinforcement learning techniques to further improve the model's performance and adaptability. Additionally, incorporating user-generated content and real-time social media data into the feedback loop could provide valuable insights for generating even more personalized and contextually relevant creatives.

Furthermore, exploring the effectiveness of the proposed approach across different industries, markets, and cultures could provide insights into the model's generalizability and potential for scaling.
Overall, the proposed approach has significant potential for revolutionizing the field of digital marketing by enabling the generation of contextually personalized brand creatives with superior brand alignment. The future research directions outlined in this paper could further enhance the model's performance and applicability, leading to even more significant impacts on the field.
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